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WAVE15-APS Airpot System
SmartWAVE technology by BUNN is used in this machine 
to evenly spray and distribute water across the bed of  the 
coffee rather than a single stream from one opening. This 
specific design helps increase extraction from the coffee 
grounds and make noticeably better coffee.

This machine also features:

✓ Adjustable base to accommodate various size airpots

✓ Allows automatic programming of  pulse routine

✓ Slide out booster tray to brew directly into a carafe

✓ Energy-saver mode reduces tank temperature during 
idle periods

✓ LED read-outs

✓ Hot water spout

✓ Low profile
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ICB Infusion Series Brewer
The Infusion series By BUNN is the “New Standard in 
Batch Brewing”. A new lineup with a sleek design backed
with industry leading, best-in-class technology. These 
machines are designed with user simplicity and low-cost of  
ownership in mind.

This machine also features:

✓ Exclusive Peak Extraction™ by BUNN. Sprayhead is 
multi-directional with a 17-hole design

✓ Energy-saver mode reduces tank temperature during 
idle periods

✓ LED read-outs

✓ USB programming capable

✓ Hot water spout

✓ Available with Soft heat dispensers

*Multiple size and feature options.
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ICB Infusion Series Brewer (Twin)
The Infusion series By BUNN is the “New Standard in 
Batch Brewing”. A new lineup with a sleek design backed
with industry leading, best-in-class technology. These 
machines are designed with user simplicity and low-cost of  
ownership in mind. This offers twice the capability.

This machine also features:

✓ Exclusive Peak Extraction™ by BUNN. Sprayhead is 
multi-directional with a 17-hole design

✓ Energy-saver mode reduces tank temperature during 
idle periods

✓ LED read-outs

✓ USB programming capable

✓ Hot water spout

✓ Available with Soft heat dispensers

*Multiple size and feature options.
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Dual BrewWISE® DBC® Brewer
High capable traditional drip brewer by BUNN with soft 
heat docking system and compatibility with dispensers. 
These servers will hold your coffee at a consistent 
temperature without burning the coffee.

This machine also features:

✓ High-volume, brews up to 19.3gallons per hour

✓ Energy-saver mode reduces tank temperature during 
idle periods

✓ Pulse brew

✓ Pre-infusion timing

✓ Hot water spout

✓ Simple, easy use design

✓ Low-profile
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LPG Stainless Steel Grinder
Simple, but powerful portion-controlled grinder to make
your morning routine easier and ratios more consistent. 
Grind your coffee just before brewing will preserve the 
coffee’s freshness longer and deliver more flavor in your 
cup

This machine also features:

✓ Large hopper for 6 lbs of  coffee 

✓ 3 batch sizes per hopper

✓ 4-year warranty on grinding burrs

✓ High torque, but quiet motor to not disrupt office

✓ Low Cost

✓ Simple grind weight adjustment

✓ Intuitive design

✓ Low profile
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LPG Stainless Steel Grinder
BUNN G Series Visual Hopper gives cutomers the ability to 
grind coffee quickly and precisely. You can used this 
machine with Portion Packs to grind your coffee fresh in 
the morning directly back into our bags to pour into the 
brewer. Grind your coffee just before brewing will preserve 
the coffee’s freshness longer and deliver more flavor.

This machine also features:

✓ 1lb hopper (multiple sizes available) 

✓ Industry leading burrs and warranty

✓ Versatile dispensing design to grind coffee into various 
type of  bags and containers

✓ High torque, but quiet motor to not disrupt office

✓ Sleek design

✓Grind size adjustment knob

✓Intuitive, sleek design
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Multi-Hopper Coffee Grinder & 
Storage System
With BUNN multi-hopper grinders, you can now easily 
store and grind a multitude of  different coffees. This 
machine will provide the ultimate cross-section between 
coffee optionality, freshness, volume, and convenience.

This machine also features:

✓ 2 removeable hoppers (can purchase additional ones)

✓ Compatible with both BUNN BrewWISE and non-
BrewWISE brewers

✓ Portion controlled

✓ Multiple batch sizes offered

✓ Sleek design

✓ LED display, USB port for programming

✓ 3lb hoppers
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CRESCENDO, Bean-to-Cup 
Espresso
The Crescendo by BUNN offers tremendous value as a 
dependable, easy to install, bean-to-cup espresso machine. 
By grinding the coffee specifically for individual servings, 
you minimize waste and preserve freshness of  the coffee.

This machine also features:

✓ Up to 9 different beverage options

✓ 9 bar pressure for quality extraction

✓Precision burr grinder

✓Dispensed puck holding bin (70 puck capacity)

✓ Designed with 3 powder hoppers for more choices

✓ Touchpad display

✓ Single or double shots
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Sure Immersion 220 Bean-to-Cup 
Dispense freshly brewed coffee by the cup or carafe with 
the SureImersion by BUNN. This machine uses a hybrid 
between filter drip and immersion brewing to precisely 
extract coffee for each use. Combined with the attractive 
and simple display, this machine provides a cherished and 
unique coffee experience. 

This machine also features:

✓ 2 hoppers to view raw, whole beans

✓ 10” touch display

✓ 2 independent grinders

✓ Engaging drink selection

✓ Easy step-by-step cleaning guided on display

✓ 6 oz to 64 oz dispensing sizes

✓ BunnLINK capable

✓ Hot and Iced options
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Franke A800 Fresh Brew
Elegant, premium, quality coffee for those who crave 
perfection with convenience. Delivers highly consistent 
single-serve drinks quickly and with style. This bean-to0cup 
machine is perfect for any commercial setting with a 
capacity of  250 cups a day.

This machine also features:

✓ 10.4” Touchscreen Display (video capable)

✓ IQ Flow intelligent brewing system

✓ 3 total hoppers, each with their own grinding burrs

✓ Engaging drink selection

✓ Cleaning cycle only takes 3 to 5 minutes

✓ can make a 12oz cup in ~25 seconds

✓ Can hold a total of  ~6lbs of  coffee between 3 hoppers

✓ Self  adjusts every 500 milliseconds to maintain ratio
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Contact for more options! customercare@westcoffeeusa.com


